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Abstract
In the present study, we applied Machine Learning (ML) methods to identify
psychobiological markers of cognitive processes involved in the process of emotion
elicitation as postulated by the Component Process Model (CPM). In particular, we
focused on the automatic detection of five appraisal checks – novelty, intrinsic
pleasantness, goal conduciveness, control, and power – in electroencephalography (EEG)
and facial electromyography (EMG) signals. We also evaluated the effects on
classification accuracy of averaging the raw physiological signals over different numbers
of trials, and whether the use of minimal sets of EEG channels localized over specific
scalp regions of interest are sufficient to discriminate between appraisal checks. We
demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on two data sets obtained from previous
studies. Our results show that novelty and power appraisal checks can be consistently
detected in EEG signals above chance level (binary tasks). For novelty, the best
classification performance in terms of accuracy was achieved using features extracted
from the whole scalp, and by averaging across 20 individual trials in the same
experimental condition (UAR = 83.5± 4.2; N = 25). For power, the best performance
was obtained by using the signals from four pre-selected EEG channels averaged across
all trials available for each participant (UAR = 70.6± 5.3; N = 24). Together, our
results indicate that accurate classification can be achieved with a relatively small
number of trials and channels, but that averaging across a larger number of individual
trials is beneficial for the classification for both appraisal checks. We were not able to
detect any evidence of the appraisal checks under study in the EMG data. The
proposed methodology is a promising tool for the study of the psychophysiological
mechanisms underlying emotional episodes, and their application to the development of
computerized tools (e.g., Brain-Computer Interface) for the study of cognitive processes
involved in emotions.
Introduction 1
Research in the affective sciences aims at understanding the mechanisms driving human 2
emotion (and related processes). Although a definition of emotion that all emotion 3
researchers would agree on is lacking (see e.g., [4–6]), emotions can generally be 4
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described as responses to events that are important to an individual, and typically 5
include cognitions, action tendencies, bodily responses, expression and subjective 6
feelings (see e.g., [4, 6, 7]). A prominent set of theories in this area that attempts to 7
explain the cause and variation of emotions are the so called “appraisal” theories. 8
Appraisal theorists consider event evaluation (appraisal) to be the core mechanism of 9
emotion elicitation and differentiation. They conceptualize emotion as an emergent, 10
dynamic process, initiated by the individual’s subjective appraisal of events 11
(see [1, 8–10]). 12
Appraisal refers to cognitive mechanisms that rapidly judge the personal impact of 13
emotion-evoking objects, events, or situations. Several appraisal criteria (e.g., novelty, 14
pleasantness, goal conduciveness, and coping potential) operate to assess the impact of 15
an event on the individual (e.g., [10]). The unique combination of the outcomes for the 16
different appraisal criteria determines the type and intensity of the elicited emotion(s). 17
This outcome will in turn orchestrate a series of (coordinated) responses in the so-called 18
emotion components such as motivation (e.g., approach or avoidance), bodily responses 19
(e.g., cardiovascular changes), expression (facial, vocal, and gesture), and subjective 20
feelings (the conscious experience of an emotion) (see [1] for an overview). The role of 21
appraisal processes in the elicitation and differentiation of emotional episodes has been 22
incorporated in the main theoretical approaches to emotion (including modern work in 23
the basic emotion and constructivist traditions, see e.g., [11, 12]; also, see [6] for a 24
review). However, in the current work, we focus on appraisal models, as these make the 25
most specific predictions about these cognitive mechanisms. 26
The Component Process Model (CPM) 27
A prominent appraisal model of emotion that proposes a framework representing and 28
operationalizing the components and functions of emotion as a psychobiological and 29
cultural adaptation mechanism is the CPM ( [1]). The CPM describes a functional 30
architecture of the appraisal process. Specifically, several major so-called stimulus 31
appraisal checks (SECs), each evaluating specific information concerning the 32
emotion-eliciting event, assess the overall significance of an event in a fixed sequence 33
(see Fig. 1). First, the relevance of the event for the individual is assessed. Second, the 34
implications or consequences of the event, and how they affect the individuals well-being 35
are inferred. Next, coping potential estimates how well the individual can cope with or 36
adjust to these implications. Lastly, the normative significance of the event for the 37
individual is appraised (i.e., the impact of the event on self-concept, internalized social 38
norms and values). At each moment individuals rapidly evaluate events on the bases of 39
these major appraisal checks. Importantly, each major appraisal check determines a 40
number of specific subordinate appraisal criteria. For example, subordinate appraisal 41
criteria for relevance detection are novelty, intrinsic pleasantness (or valence) and goal 42
relevance; for implication assessment causal attribution, outcome probability, 43
discrepancy-from-expectation, goal conduciveness, and urgency ; for coping potential 44
determination control, power, and adjustment. These appraisal checks are sequentially 45
and recursively processed, and their results are cumulatively integrated into a specific 46
emotional response pattern which is centrally represented and often reaches 47
consciousness. In other words, the profile of an appraisal check sequence offers unique 48
information about the quality and the intensity of the emotional state of an individual 49
person. Furthermore, the CPM holds that the outcome of each (subordinate) appraisal 50
check triggers a cascade of efferent effects to the autonomic nervous system (e.g., 51
cardiovascular and respiratory changes) and the somatic nervous system (causing 52
muscular activity changes which become evident as emotional expressions in face, voice, 53
and body). 54
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Analysis of Brain and Facial Muscle Activity 55
Although emotion theories offer very detailed explanations about appraisal processes, 56
these are typically phenomenological and very little is known about the actual biological 57
substrates supporting them. Research aimed at better understanding the cognitive and 58
psychobiological processes underlying emotion elicitation and expression often involves 59
the study of patterns in brain activity (electroencephalography; EEG) and facial muscle 60
activity (facial electromyography; facial EMG) (see [13] for a review of methods 61
commonly used for the measurement of emotion). Such data allows advancing the 62
systematic testing of emotion theories and the development of sophisticated tools for 63
the assessment of (deviations in) emotional processing. Recently, such methods have 64
also been used to provide empirical evidence for the CPM (see [14] for an overview). 65
However, the analysis of EEG and facial EMG data poses a number of important 66
methodological challenges: In addition to issues related to high dimensionality (i.e., 67
large number of signals), both types of signals are characterized by non-stationarity, low 68
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), and large trial-to-trial and participant-to-participant 69
variability. As a means to deal with these challenges of physiological data analysis, 70
traditional neuroscientific analysis strategies are based upon averaging methods (i.e., 71
calculating the grand average over trials of an experimental condition) to eliminate 72
random noise and to enhance signal distinctiveness (i.e., SNRs). This approach is costly 73
and time-consuming as it often requires hours of recordings (e.g., a minimum number of 74
trial repetition is necessary to reduce noise sufficiently through averaging). This may 75
affect the processes under investigation, for example, due to habituation, fatigue, or 76
learning. Moreover, extensive EEG and facial EMG recordings are not always possible, 77
especially in the case of specific populations (e.g., babies, children, or patients with 78
mental or neurological conditions). The challenge is thus to create new analysis 79
strategies that allow a robust data-driven identification and discrimination of relevant 80
information in EEG and EMG signals based on a restricted number of trials. 81
In this context, Machine Learning (ML) methods are a promising technique. ML is a 82
sub-field of Computer Sciences focused on the study and creation of algorithms that can 83
learn from and make predictions on data [15], and permitting computers to learn 84
without being explicitly programmed [16]. Using ML techniques computers learn by 85
searching for distinct patterns in data. This helps them to deal with the challenges of 86
central and peripheral physiological signals without requiring a priori decisions about 87
the analyses of the EEG and EMG recordings. 88
Overview of this Paper 89
In this paper, we describe an application of ML to the detection of EEG and facial 90
EMG signal patterns related to the processing of appraisal checks. Whereas ML 91
techniques have been applied to the recognition of user states (including affective states) 92
from EEG [17] and EMG [18] signals, this is the first time that ML is being used to 93
identify evidence of fine-grained information of emotional processes. 94
Using two data sets from previous studies [2, 3] designed to examine predictions of 95
the CPM about the processing and efferent effects of appraisal checks, our aims are 96
three-fold: First, we want to determine whether experimental manipulations of 97
appraisal checks (e.g., the detection of a novel event vs. a familiar one) are consistently 98
detectable in EEG and EMG activity using ML techniques. In particular, having in 99
mind the application of this work to the automatic detection of appraisal checks in new 100
data, we focus on a participant-independent scenario, that is, creating models by 101
detecting patterns from a subgroup of all participants, and testing them in signals from 102
a new subgroup of participants. 103
Second, we aim to identify the minimal number of trials of an experimental 104
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condition necessary for a successful classification by the created ML models, using the 105
single-trial recordings and the average recordings over different numbers of trials (2, 3, 106
4, 5, 10, 20, and all trials; see Fig. 2). Third, we explore whether a small set of EEG 107
channels over specific scalp regions (e.g., midline frontal and parietal) that have been 108
previously shown to be associated with appraisal processing is sufficient to detect 109
signals related to specific appraisal checks (and therefore, could reduce the complexity 110
of an experimental setup). 111
Data Sets 112
The data in this work were taken from two previous studies ( [2,3]) that addressed three 113
fundamental questions regarding the mechanisms underlying the appraisal process: 114
Whether appraisal criteria are processed (a) in a fixed sequence, (b) independently of 115
each other, and (c) by different neural structures or circuits. In Study 1 ( [2]), an 116
oddball paradigm with affective pictures was used to experimentally manipulate novelty 117
and intrinsic pleasantness appraisal checks. This data set includes EEG and facial EMG 118
recordings from twenty-six subjects. In Study 2 ( [3]), a gambling task was applied in 119
which feedback stimuli manipulated simultaneously the information about goal 120
conduciveness, control, and power appraisals. This data set includes EEG and facial 121
EMG recordings from twenty-four subjects. In both studies, EEG was recorded during 122
task performance, together with facial EMG, to measure, respectively, cognitive 123
processing and efferent responses stemming from the appraisal manipulations. Full 124
details about the studies can be found in the original publications. The complete data 125
sets as well as a full description (including pre-processing procedures) are freely 126
available [19, 20]In the following subsections, we provide the core information of the two 127
data sets with relevance to this article. 128
EEG Recordings and Pre-Processing 129
The EEG was recorded at 512 Hz with a Biosemi Active-Two system (BioSemi 130
Biomedical Instrumentation, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) from 64 active electrodes 131
referenced to an active common mode sense (CMS) and with a passive driven right leg 132
(DRL) ground electrode. All electrodes were mounted in an elastic cap and evenly 133
distributed over the head surface according to the international extended 10–20 system. 134
Study 1 In this study [2] an oddball paradigm with affective pictures was used to 135
experimentally manipulate novelty and intrinsic pleasantness appraisal checks. Signals 136
were pre-processed offline using Brain Vision Analyzer software (version 2.0, Brain 137
Products, Gilching, Germany). Bad channels were interpolated using a topographic 138
interpolation (using spherical spline; [21]), with a maximum of six channels for each 139
individual data set. Interpolation affected channels from the smallest set (EEG channels 140
of interest; see Section Computational Experiments for more details) in only one 141
participant, and channels from the second set (those of interest plus the surrounding 13 142
channels) in only four participants. Overall, only 2.1% of the total data (25 participants 143
x 64 channels) were interpolated. Finally, data were downsampled to 256 Hz with a 144
spline interpolation, filtered (high pass: 0.1 Hz, 24 dB/oct; low pass: 30 Hz, 48 dB/oct), 145
and re-referenced to an average reference including all electrodes. 146
Next, data were segmented into epochs ranging from -200 to +800 ms relative to 147
stimulus onset, based on codes synchronized to stimulus presentation. All segments 148
were corrected for the effects of eye blinks and eye movements using a standard 149
procedure [22], and segments including motor responses or artifacts (amplitude values 150
larger than 75 µV , a difference > 100 µV between the lowest and the highest amplitude 151
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within the segment, a period > 100 ms with activity < 0.50 µV , or a difference 152
> 50 µV between two subsequent sampling points) were excluded. 153
Finally, baseline (-100 to 0 ms relative to stimulus onset) corrected data of the post 154
stimulus time interval were exported for all remaining segments of the six relevant 155
experimental conditions (2 novelty × 3 intrinsic pleasantness). The final number of EEG 156
trials retained and used in our study (across all participants and conditions) amounts to 157
16666. Channels of interest were the three midline electrodes (Fz, Cz, Pz), for the P3 158
and the late positive potential (LPP) event-related potential (ERP) components. 159
Study 2 In this study [3], a gambling task was applied in which feedback stimuli 160
manipulated simultaneously the information about goal conduciveness, control, and 161
power appraisals. Signals were pre-processed offline. First, they were downsampled to 162
256 Hz using the Biosemi decimeter software package (BioSemi Biomedical 163
Instrumentation, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Next, in EEGLAB (version 11.0.4.3b; [23]), 164
implemented in Matlab R2012a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), the data were 165
high-pass filtered (0.1 Hz), noisy channels were removed, horizontal and vertical eye 166
movements were corrected (based on individual component maps, extracted by Infomax 167
independent component analysis implemented in EEGLAB (see [24]). Then, the data 168
were exported to Brain Vision Analyzer software (BVA, Brain Products, Gilching, 169
Germany). In BVA, the spherical spline interpolation of channels, low-pass filtering 30 170
Hz and segmentation (-200 ms pre-stimulus and 1500 ms post-stimulus) were performed 171
similar to Study 1. Interpolation affected a channel from the smallest set (four EEG 172
channels of interest) in only three participants, and one or two channels from the second 173
set (16 channels) in nine participants. Overall, only 4.4% of the total data (24 174
participants x 64 channels) was interpolated. Finally, trials in which artifacts exceeded 175
±110 µV were removed (2.62% total amount of excluded trials across all participants). 176
Finally, the segmented data were baseline corrected (-200 to 0 ms relative to 177
stimulus onset) and single trials were separated according to their experimental 178
condition. The final number of EEG trials retained in Study 2 and used in the present 179
analyses (across all participants and conditions) amounts to 20185. Channels of interest 180
were Fz and FCz for the feedback-related negativity ERP component, and Pz and POz 181
for the P3 ERP component. 182
Facial EMG Recordings and Pre-Processing 183
The similar data acquisition and pre-processing steps were applied in both studies. 184
Facial EMG was recorded from six electrodes (Study 1: using a Biopac amplifier system 185
and Study 2 using the Biosemi EMG electrodes). All electrodes were attached to the 186
left side of the face, corresponding to three distinct bipolar montages over the medial 187
frontalis, the corrugator supercilii, and the zygomaticus major muscle regions [25]. 188
Signals were pre-processed offline using MATLAB software (version 7.12.0.635, The 189
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). All data were band pass filtered from 20-400 Hz, 190
rectified, smoothed with a 40 Hz low pass filter, and downsampled to 256 Hz. Next, 191
data were segmented into epochs ranging from 0 to 1,500 ms relative to stimulus onset, 192
based on codes synchronized to stimulus presentation. 193
Then, the distribution of EMG values for each muscle region was closely inspected 194
for outlying values. Given the lack of established methods in the literature, EMG trials 195
were evaluated based on the range of values (maximum - minimum) for each muscle 196
region. Outlying trials were identified using a threshold of twice the upper 75th 197
percentile value of ranges (over all individual trials across participants and conditions) 198
for each muscle region. This level seemed to provide a good balance between excluding 199
clearly divergent recordings (e.g., trials contaminated by movement artifacts) while still 200
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including relatively large reactions that contain an important signal of the manipulated 201
appraisal checks. Any trial whose range was greater than this value, for any of the three 202
muscle regions, in either the baseline or post-stimulus period, was removed. If any 203
participant had over 50% of total trials outlying, all trials for that participant were 204
removed (this was the case for two participants). This decision was motivated by 205
considering that this excessive activity could be due to movement artifacts and/or 206
misplacement of the EMG electrodes. 207
Finally, all trials were baseline corrected in relation to the average of the 208
pre-stimulus period of 100 ms, and only the post-stimulus period of 1500 ms was 209
exported for further analysis. The final number of EMG trials retained amounts to 210
21529 (Study 1) and 18480 (Study 2). 211
Computational Experiments 212
In this section, we describe the computational experiments conducted to model each 213
appraisal check independently. Given that the EEG and EMG recordings for each 214
experimental condition consisted of the simultaneous manipulation of two (Study 1: 215
novelty and intrinsic pleasantness) and three (Study 2: goal conduciveness, control, and 216
power) appraisal checks, the original experimental conditions were converted into 217
appraisal check-specific three (intrinsic pleasantness: three levels) and two (all other 218
appraisal checks: two levels) class problems. In this way, all available trials were used 219
for the development of a ML classifier for each appraisal check. In this context, a ML 220
classifier is an algorithm developed to identify to which set of categories (or 221
sub-populations) a given observation (hereafter named instance) belongs, by using a 222
training set of data containing observations (i.e., instances) whose category membership 223
is known. Using Study 1 as an example, all trials involving the presentation of “novel” 224
stimuli (outcome of the novelty check) were labeled as “novel” irrespective of the 225
manipulated intrinsic pleasantness check (negative, neutral, or positive). 226
In order to investigate the impact of averaging different numbers of trials on the 227
classification performance, and to identify the minimal number of trials necessary to 228
achieve the best possible classification results, we created different classifiers to 229
discriminate the outcome of the various appraisal checks from single trials and averaged 230
trials (2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, and all trials available for each class). For each number of 231
averaged trials T , the average of each EEG and EMG channel signal of each participant 232
was computed for all groups of T trials available for a specific class. When the number 233
of available trials for a specific class is not a multiple of T , the remaining trials were 234
discarded. The number of instances available for each classification experiment is shown 235
in Table . In Table , we indicate the total number of trials per class in each 236
classification task, as well as the average, maximum and minimum number of instances 237
available per participant (shown separately for appraisal check, class, and signal type). 238
We also explored the use of two subsets of EEG channels localized at specific scalp 239
regions where effects of the appraisal checks were observed in the traditional EEG 240
analyses of Studies 1 and 2. The specific EEG channels identified in the traditional 241
analyses of the studies are shown in Table . The first (smallest) set corresponds to those 242
EEG channels measuring the activity in the relevant localized scalp regions associated 243
with the appraisal checks of each study. The second set includes the same channels plus 244
all immediately neighbouring channels. Finally, the last set includes the full set of EEG 245
channels. For each set of channels, we conducted classification experiments for all single 246
trials and averaged trials input signals. It should be noted that Independent Component 247
Analysis (ICA) could also have been used as a preliminary method for the identification 248
of maximally temporally independent EEG signals in the full scalp data, which in turn 249
could have been used to reduce the dimensionality of the EEG signal space. This is 250
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Table 1. Number of instances available in the data sets obtained from Study 1 and
Study 2 for the classification of single trials and averaged trials (Av.). Values are shown
for both studies and signal types.
Study Input signal
Number of instances
EEG EMG
1
Single trials 16666 21529
Av. of 2 trials 8222 10655
Av. of 3 trials 5449 7074
Av. of 4 trials 4071 5287
Av. of 5 trials 3244 4232
Av. of 10 trials 1583 2087
Av. of 20 trials 753 1012
Av. of all trials 150 138
2
Single trials 20185 18480
Av. of 2 trials 9938 9100
Av. of 3 trials 6590 6027
Av. of 4 trials 4935 4527
Av. of 5 trials 3921 3591
Av. of 10 trials 1927 1770
Av. of 20 trials 889 830
Av. of all trials 192 176
indeed a standard method used in traditional EEG analyses. Nonetheless, given the 251
evidence from the original analysis results of Studies 1 and 2, we decided for a 252
theoretically-driven selection (rather than a data-driven selection). 253
Support Vector Machine Classifiers 254
In our experiments, we applied Support Vector Machines (SVMs; e.g., [26]) for the 255
participant-independent classification of the single trials and the averaged trials of the 256
EEG (so-called ERPs) and EMG signals (frontalis, corrugator, and zygomaticus muscle 257
regions) of the five appraisal checks investigated in Study 1 (novelty, intrinsic 258
pleasantness) and Study 2 (goal conduciveness, control, and power). 259
SVMs are supervised learning models based on the concept of decision hyperplanes, 260
that is, multi-dimensional boundaries that separate sets of objects with distinct class 261
memberships. The goal of the SVM algorithm is to maximize the separation between 262
classes, which consists of finding the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the 263
nearest training data point of any class (also known as functional margin). Since the 264
larger the margin, the lower the generalization error of the classification task. A set of 265
training instances belonging to two or more categories are used to determine the 266
hyperplane that best discriminates among different classes (i.e., that with the widest 267
possible gap). The testing instances are then mapped onto this multi-dimensional space 268
and the side of the gap they fall determines the predicted categories. 269
Formally, given a set of examples [xi, yi], i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, where xi ∈ Rd is a 270
d-dimensional feature vector, and yi ∈ {0, 1} is a corresponding prediction of each 271
example, the maximum margin separating hyperplane can be found by solving the 272
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Table 2. Number of instances available in each classification task. The values indicated
are the total number of trials for each class in each classification experiment, as well as
the average (Av.), maximum (Max.) and minimum (Min.) number of trials available
per participant. Values are indicated separately for each signal type (EEG and EMG).
Signal Study
Appraisal
Check
Class Total Av. Min. Max.
EEG
1
Novelty
Familiar 12946 518 292 721
Novel 3720 149 88 204
Intrinsic
Pleasantness
Unpleasant 5457 218 104 310
Neutral 5574 223 141 307
Pleasant 5635 225 135 311
2
Control
High 15132 631 587 647
Low 5053 211 191 216
Goal
Conduciveness
High 10087 420 392 431
Low 10098 421 392 432
Power
High 10098 421 392 432
Low 10087 420 377 431
EMG
1
Novelty
Familiar 16766 729 633 721
Novel 4763 207 182 202
Intrinsic
Pleasantness
Unpleasant 7206 313 274 310
Neutral 7171 312 265 302
Pleasant 7152 311 276 324
2
Control
High 15138 631 577 647
Low 5049 210 181 216
Goal
Conduciveness
High 10090 420 371 431
Low 10097 421 387 432
Power
High 10086 420 378 431
Low 10101 421 380 432
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Table 3. Sets of EEG channels used in the classification experiments. For each study,
the first (smallest) set comprises those EEG channels measuring activity in the specific
regions where the effects of the appraisal checks were observed in the traditional EEG
analyses of the studies. The second set includes the same channels plus all immediately
neighbouring channels. Finally, the last set includes the full set of EEG channels.
Study 1 Study 2
Set 1 Fz, Cz, Pz Fz, FCz, Pz, POz
Set 2
Fz, Cz, Pz, Fz, FCz, Pz, POz,
FCz, F1, F2, AFz, C1, F1, F2, AFz, FC1, FC2, Cz,
C2, CPz, P1, P2, POz P1, P2, CPz, PO3, PO4, Oz
Set 3 All 64 channels All 64 channels
following optimization problem: 273
maxαW (α) =
m∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
m∑
i,j=1
y(i)y(j)αiαjK(xi, xj)
participant to: 0 ≤ αi ≤ T, i = 1, . . . ,m
m∑
i=1
αiy
(i) = 0,
(1)
where the α′is that are Lagrangian multipliers satisfy the above constraints, T is a 274
defined constant, and K(xi, xj) is a kernel function that can be linear, polynomial, 275
radial basis, or sigmoidal. To classify a given test example, the following function is 276
implemented: 277
f(x) =
m∑
i
αiyiK(xi, x) + b, (2)
where b is the ‘bias’ term that is often assumed to have zero mean. The sign of this 278
function determines the category of the test example. 279
For the experiments reported in this paper, we used SVM with linear kernel 280
functions as implemented in the WEKA toolkit [27], which uses the popular Sequential 281
Minimal Optimization (SMO) [28] algorithm for solving the optimization problem 282
during training. We chose SVM because this technique has matured theoretical 283
foundations and has shown a remarkable performance on a variety of classification tasks 284
over the years, including classification of physiological signals [29]. Furthermore, SVM 285
have good generalization properties (e.g., [30, 31], are robust against overtraining [31] 286
and to the curse-of-dimensionality [30,32]. In particular, the last characteristic is 287
especially relevant for the analysis of physiological signals since the dimensionality of 288
the feature space is high and the training sets are relatively small. Other modelling 289
techniques, especially those related to Deep Learning [33], also show a strong potential 290
for this line of research, but a comparison and optimisation of ML techniques is beyond 291
the scope of the present study and will be part of our future work. 292
Feature Extraction 293
We extracted a set of energy- and spectrum-related features from the EEG and EMG 294
signals. Features were extracted on the complete signals (window size of 1,500 ms) 295
obtained in each trial (or, depending on the classification experiment, the average signal 296
across several trials) as well as segments of the signals determined by a sliding window 297
with a size of 200 ms (EEG) and 400 ms (EMG) with 50 % overlap. For the EEG 298
signals, the sliding windows were only applied to the initial 1,000 ms (leading to a total 299
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of nine segments: 0-200 ms, 100-300 ms, 200-400 ms, 300-500 ms, 400-600 ms, 300
500-700 ms, 600-800 ms, 700-900 ms, and 800-1000 ms). For the EMG signals, they 301
were applied over the whole signal (1,500 ms), which resulted in seven segments 302
(0-400 ms, 200-600 ms, 400-800 ms, 600-1000 ms, 800-1200 ms, 1000-1400 ms and 303
1200-1500 ms; the last window is 100 ms shorter than previous given the signal length). 304
EEG Features For the entire signal segments (1,500 ms) and each of the nine 200-ms 305
long sliding windows, we used rectangular windows with 10% Hanning fade to compute 306
the log amplitudes of eight filter banks (i.e., arrays of band-pass filters that decompose 307
each signal into multiple frequency components) tuned to logarithmic-scaled frequencies 308
in the region between 1 and 40 Hz, as well as the root mean square (RMS) signal frame 309
energy. A logarithmic scale was used in order to create a set of filter banks with more 310
filters tuned to the lower frequencies (i.e., those frequencies where we expected to find 311
the relevant signal information). Additionally, for the entire segments, we also 312
computed the spectral centroid (i.e., the balancing point of the spectrum), the positions 313
of minimum and maximum amplitudes, the signal entropy (i.e., the spectral complexity 314
or irregularity), the standard deviation, and the slope (calculated from the same eight 315
logarithmic-scaled filter banks). In total, 96 static features were extracted for each EEG 316
channel. 317
EMG Features For the entire signal segments (1,500 ms) as well the seven 400-ms 318
long sliding windows, we used again rectangular windows with 10% Hanning fade to 319
compute the log amplitudes of another set of logarithmic scaled filter banks, and the 320
RMS signal frame energy. In the case of the EMG signals, we used a set of 10 filter 321
banks in the frequency range of 20-60 Hz. Similarly to the EEG signals, for the entire 322
segments, we also computed the spectral centroid, the positions of minimum and 323
maximum amplitudes, the entropy, the standard deviation, and the slope (calculated 324
from the ten logarithmic-scaled filter banks). In total, 94 static features were extracted 325
for each facial EMG region. 326
For both EEG and EMG signals, each instance is described by a static vector formed 327
through concatenating all the extracted features for each channel used in each 328
classification experiment (i.e., containing all features extracted for all channels used in 329
each experiment). Given that the largest number of input signals in our experiments 330
corresponds to the 64 (full scalp) EEG channels, the maximum size of the input vector 331
in all classification experiments is 6144 (96 x 64). All features were extracted using 332
openSMILE suite [34]. 333
Development and Testing Methods 334
To limit the over-fitting of the classifiers to the training data and participant-specific 335
activity, we used a three-fold participant-independent nested cross-validation (SICV) 336
schema. Each fold comprises all trials (or average across trials) obtained from one third 337
of the participants. In each SICV fold, one partition is used for training the classifiers 338
(training set), another for estimating the model parameters during the development 339
phase (validation set), and the third partition for testing the classifier in the 340
unsupervised phase with a new group of participants (test set). All sets were 341
standardized to the mean and standard deviation of the training sets in each fold. 342
Additionally, given that some of the class distributions are highly unbalanced (i.e., the 343
number of instances belonging to each class is very different), upsampling of the 344
minority classes was performed on the training set to achieve even class distributions. 345
This was achieved by repeating the full set of instances of the minority class(es) so that 346
the percentage of instances representative of each class in the training set is as similar 347
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as possible (ideally 50% for binary classifications and 33% for ternary). The complexity 348
parameter C that regulates margin optimization 349
(C ∈ 10− 5, 10− 4, 10− 3, 10− 2, 10− 1) was optimized using the validation sets of 350
each SICV fold. Then, for each fold, training and validation sets were concatenated and 351
a new classifier was trained with the optimized parameter C estimated in the 352
development phase. Finally, the classifiers developed for each SICV fold were tested on 353
the respective test sets as well as nine bootstrapped sets sampled (with replacement) 354
from the original test set (with the same number of instances). The whole procedure 355
was repeated for all classification experiments (both signals types and trials averaged) 356
reported in this paper. 357
Performance Measures 358
The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the unweighted average of the 359
class-specific recalls (or Un-weighted Average Recall; UAR), which reflects the number 360
of correctly classified instances. Since the theoretical chance level 361
(100/NumberofClasses) assumes infinite sample sizes, the threshold of correct 362
classification needs to be estimated in order to correctly interpret the difference between 363
the UAR calculated and the actual chance level for each experiment. This is especially 364
important in our study given the disparity between the number of test instances used in 365
the classification experiments (see Table ), and particularly the small number of 366
instances in some of them (less than 50). In order to estimate the analytical chance 367
levels, we used the method described in [35], that estimates the threshold that needs to 368
be exceeded in order to consider the decoding statistically significant for different 369
sample sizes using a binomial cumulative distribution. The difference between the UAR 370
and the analytical chance level (diffUAR) for a specific test set size was then used to 371
determine the actual performance of the classifiers relative to the analytical chance level 372
at a 95% significance level. 373
Results 374
The results for the classification experiments for each appraisal check by signal type 375
(and number of channels used per signal; only for EEG) and number of trials averaged is 376
shown in Tables and (EEG), and Tables and (EMG). The values shown correspond 377
to the performance of the optimized classifiers on the test sets of the three SICV folds 378
plus nine bootstrapped sets sampled (with replacement) from the original test sets (with 379
the same number of instances; a total of 3 + 3 ∗ 9 = 30 test sets per classifier). This 380
method was used to obtain robust estimations of the algorithm on the test set data. 381
Furthermore, by inferring the distribution of the test predictions, we can also apply 382
inferential statistics to determine if they are significantly above the empirical chance 383
level (using one-tailed Student’s t-tests for a single sample) and determine the 384
configurations (channels and trials averaged) that lead to the best performances (using 385
Linear Mixed Models (LMM)). 386
EEG 387
The results from the classification experiments using EEG signals are shown in Tables 388
and . 389
Novelty All classification tests were significantly (and largely) above empirical chance 390
level (p < .001 in all cases). The results obtained indicate that averaging across a larger 391
number of individual trials and using the information from all EEG channels is 392
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beneficial for the classification of the novelty appraisal check. The best performance (in 393
terms of the difference relative to the empirical chance level) was achieved using 394
features extracted from the whole scalp (64 channels), and by averaging across 20 395
individual trials in the same experimental condition (diffUAR = 28.3± 4.4; 396
UAR = 83.5± 4.2). The worst performance was achieved in the classification of single 397
trials and using the features extracted from the three channels of interest 398
(diffUAR = 4.9± 1.1; UAR = 56.0± 1.2), although even here performance was 399
significantly (but only modestly) above chance level. 400
Intrinsic pleasantness Only a few classification tests yielded results significantly 401
above empirical chance level, and those that did were very modest (around 1% above 402
empirical chance level). 403
Control None of the tests resulted in classification performances above the respective 404
empirical chance level. 405
Power All classification tests using the features extracted from the four EEG 406
channels of interests for this task yielded performances significantly above the empirical 407
chance level. There is an apparent trend indicating that the performance improves when 408
the signals being classified are those averaged across a larger number of trials (i.e., those 409
with a higher SNR). The results are similar to the tests that used features extracted 410
from 16 channels, although for the tests using signals averaged across three and 20 411
individual trials the performances are not significantly above the empirical chance level. 412
The results obtained using all EEG channels are either not significantly above chance 413
level, or only marginally. Overall, the best performance was obtained by using the 414
signals from the four EEG channels of interest averaged across all trials obtained for 415
each individual in the Power condition (diffUAR = 9.7± 5.3). 416
Goal Conduciveness All classification tests using features extracted from the four 417
channels of interest yielded results significantly above empirical chance level (with the 418
exception of all trials averaged), but only by a small margin (maximum of 1.9%). Only 419
a few tests that used features from 16 or 64 EEG channels yielded results above 420
empirical chance level, and by no more than 1%. The best results for this appraisal 421
check was obtained using features extracted from the four EEG channels of interest, and 422
the signals averaged across five individual trials. 423
EMG 424
None of the tests resulted in classification performances above the respective empirical 425
chance level for any of the appraisal checks studied in this paper. 426
Conclusions 427
In this article, we have applied Machine Learning methods with the aim of finding 428
evidence of psychobiological markers of emotion processes in EEG and EMG signals. In 429
particular, we focused on determining whether various stages of event evaluation 430
(appraisal) as postulated by appraisal theories can be automatically detected in this 431
type of psychophysiological signals. Additionally, we attempted to determine the ideal 432
number of trials of an experimental condition necessary for a successful classification of 433
appraisal checks, as well as the usefulness of signals from localized activity over specific 434
scalp regions of interest rather than the whole scalp. 435
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Table 4. Summary of the results pertaining the classification of the EEG signals in
terms of novelty and intrinsic pleasantness appraisal checks manipulation (Study 1).
Results are shown for different numbers of averaged trials (Av.) per participant, and
different numbers of channels. The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the
Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), and the difference between the UAR and the
analytical chance level (diffUAR). Star symbols indicate significant one-tailed
Student’s t-tests conducted to examine when classification performances were
significantly above empirical chance level (∗∗∗p < .001,∗∗p < .01,∗p < .05). For details
on the number of trials averaged per participants see Table .
Number of
Av. Trials
UAR diffUAR
3 ch. 13 ch. 64 ch. 3 ch. 13 ch. 64 ch.
Novelty
All⊗ 80.2±8.9∗∗∗ 82.9±7.4∗∗∗ 82.3±6.2∗∗∗ 18.2±9.3 20.8±7.0 20.3±6.2
20 66.1±5.2∗∗∗ 71.6±2.7∗∗∗ 83.5±4.2∗∗∗ 10.8±5.1 16.4±2.8 28.3±4.4
10 63.6±3.8∗∗∗ 68.7±2.9∗∗∗ 76.8±3.8∗∗∗ 9.9 ±3.6 15.1±2.8 23.2±4.0
5 64.8±2.1∗∗∗ 63.6±2.0∗∗∗ 72.6±3.1∗∗∗ 12.3±2.0 11.0±2.1 20.1±3.2
4 61.4±1.6∗∗∗ 62.9±1.9∗∗∗ 71.4±3.1∗∗∗ 9.2 ±1.5 10.7±2.0 19.2±3.3
3 60.2±2.8∗∗∗ 62.3±2.7∗∗∗ 70.1±2.2∗∗∗ 8.3 ±2.7 10.4±2.7 18.2±2.2
2 59.2±1.2∗∗∗ 60.3±1.2∗∗∗ 67.9±2.3∗∗∗ 7.6 ±1.2 8.8 ±1.2 16.4±2.2
None 56.0±1.2∗∗∗ 58.6±1.3∗∗∗ 64.5±1.0∗∗∗ 4.9 ±1.1 7.5 ±1.3 13.4±1.0
Intrinsic pleasantness
All⊗ 33.5±6.2 36.1±8.8 37.9±7.1 -10.4±6.2 -7.9±9.0 -6.1±7.0
20 39.3±3.2∗ 37.1±3.0 37.2±2.3 1.0 ±3.4 -1.0±3.1 -1.1±2.3
10 36.2±1.9 33.1±1.9 36.3±1.9 -0.5 ±1.9 -3.7±1.8 -0.5±1.9
5 33.7±1.5 34.6±2.6 34.6±1.5 -2.0 ±1.5 -1.1±2.7 -1.1±1.5
4 34.2±2.0 36.5±2.3 36.4±1.6∗ -1.2 ±2.1 1.1 ±2.4 1.0±1.7
3 33.8±1.7 34.6±1.9∗∗ 35.3±0.9 -1.4 ±1.8 -0.6±1.9 0.1±0.9
2 33.8±1.3 34.2±1.1 36.1±0.7∗ -1.0 ±1.4 -0.6±1.1 1.3±0.7
None 34.1±0.7 34.5±0.9 34.8±0.5∗ -0.2 ±0.7 0.2 ±0.9 0.4±0.5
Our results have shown that brain activity (EEG signals) allows clearly to detect the 436
signal related with novelty and power appraisal checks. Indeed, we were able to achieve 437
a classification accuracy of up to 85.5% and 70.6% (respectively) in this (binary) task. 438
These results are even more striking if we consider that we have developed 439
participant-independent models, that is, models developed with data from a subgroup of 440
participants and generalized to a new group of participants. This indicates that our 441
method permits detecting novelty and power appraisal checks in EEG signals, and that 442
the model can be applied to new participants with similar characteristics to the sample 443
used in this work (i.e., young, right-handed students who are in good health) without 444
the need to adapt it. To a lesser extent, we also found evidence in brain activity for the 445
goal conduciveness appraisal check. The best classification accuracy obtained for this 446
check was 56.6%, however, this value is only 1.8% above the empirical chance level 447
(54.8%). Our method did not allow us to detect intrinsic pleasantness and control 448
appraisal checks sufficiently well. As these latter checks have been found using 449
traditional EEG analyses, in the studies for which these data sets were originally 450
collected [2, 3], this suggests that different feature sets and/or ML methods may be 451
necessary for their automatic detection. 452
It should be noted that data interpolation from bad channels could potentially affect 453
the objective to test the number of required data channels, as interpolated channels are 454
defined by surrounding neighbours. However, our finding that classification results were 455
generalisable across participants (i.e., results were consistent while the number and 456
location of the interpolated channels varied across participants) suggests otherwise. 457
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Table 5. Summary of results pertaining the classification of EEG signals in terms of
control, power and goal conduciveness appraisal checks manipulation (Study 2). Results
are shown for different sizes of numbers of averaged trials per participant, and different
numbers of channels (ch.). The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the
Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), and the difference between the UAR and the
analytical chance level (diffUAR). Star symbols indicate the significant one-tailed
Student’s t-tests conducted to examine when classification performances were
significantly above empirical chance level (∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001). For details
on the number of trials averaged per participants see Table .
Number of
Av. Trials
UAR diffUAR
4 ch. 16 ch. 64 ch. 4 ch. 16 ch. 64 ch.
Control
All⊗ 56.1±5.9 56.6±6.3 54.9±5.9 -4.8±5.9 -4.4±6.3 -6.0±5.9
20 50.2±4.7 55.0±3.3 48.7±4.3 -4.6±4.7 0.2±3.3 -6.1±4.3
10 50.8±2.7 51.4±3.3 51.4±2.1 -2.5±2.7 -1.9±3.2 -1.8±2.1
5 52.8±1.9 51.6±1.5 51.4±1.8 0.5±2.0 -0.7±1.5 -0.9±1.8
4 51.9±1.8 51.0±1.6 49.8±1.9 -0.2±1.8 -1.1±1.6 -2.2±1.9
3 51.0±1.4 51.5±1.6 48.7±1.3 -0.7±1.4 -0.2±1.6 -3.1±1.3
2 49.6±1.0 50.1±1.3 50.2±1.5 -1.8±1.0 -1.3±1.3 -1.2±1.5
None 50.4±0.6 49.7±0.6 49.5±0.7 -0.6±0.6 -1.3±0.6 -1.5±0.7
Power
All⊗ 70.6±5.3∗∗∗ 65.6±7.3∗ 59.1±6.0 9.7±5.3 4.7±7.3 -1.9±6.0
20 56.2±3.9∗ 55.2±3.1 54.1±3.2 1.5±4.0 0.5±3.1 -0.6±3.2
10 57.7±2.5∗∗∗ 56.2±2.9∗∗∗ 53.8±2.5 4.4±2.5 2.9±2.9 0.5±2.5
5 55.4±1.6∗∗∗ 55.7±1.5∗∗∗ 52.7±1.2 3.1±1.6 3.4±1.5 0.4±1.2
4 53.5±1.7∗∗∗ 54.0±1.6∗∗∗ 53.0±1.2 ∗∗∗ 1.4±1.7 1.9±1.6 0.9±1.2
3 54.2±1.2∗∗∗ 52.1±1.4 52.0±1.3 2.5±1.2 0.4±1.4 0.2±1.3
2 52.5±0.8∗∗∗ 51.8±1.1∗ 52.3±0.9 ∗∗∗ 1.0±0.8 0.4±1.1 0.9±0.9
None 51.9±0.5∗∗∗ 51.9±0.6∗∗∗ 50.7±0.9 0.9±0.5 0.9±0.6 -0.3±0.9
Goal Conduciveness
All⊗ 53.4±8.5 59.2±6.4 56.3±5.6 -7.6±8.5 -1.8±6.4 -4.6±5.6
20 56.6±3.6 ∗∗ 55.4±3.0 55.4±3.1 1.8±3.6 0.6±3.1 0.6±3.1
10 54.9±2.0 ∗∗∗ 52.4±2.8 51.5±2.2 1.6±2.0 -0.9±2.8 -1.8±2.2
5 54.2±1.6 ∗∗∗ 53.1±1.7 ∗∗ 52.1±1.1 1.9±1.6 0.8±1.7 -0.2±1.1
4 52.8±1.4 ∗∗ 51.7±1.4 52.2±1.4 0.8±1.4 -0.4±1.4 0.2±1.4
3 53.3±1.1 ∗∗∗ 52.3±1.1 ∗∗ 50.7±1.1 1.5±1.1 0.6±1.1 -1.0±1.1
2 51.8±0.9 ∗ 51.9±0.9 ∗∗ 52.2±1.0 ∗∗∗ 0.3±0.9 0.4±0.9 0.8±1.0
None 52.1±0.8 ∗∗∗ 51.9±0.6 ∗∗∗ 52.0±0.6 ∗∗∗ 1.1±0.8 0.9±0.6 1.0±0.6
Furthermore, we checked the total number of interpolated channels per data set and per 458
set of EEG channels and we observed that a very small number of channels were 459
interpolated in both studies (see data sets section). This suggests that interpolation was 460
mild and not containing systematic biases. 461
In relation to the EMG data, we were not able to detect signals related with the 462
appraisal checks under study. In all cases, the classification accuracy fell below the 463
respective empirical chance levels. Given that appraisal effects have been found in the 464
EMG data of Study 2 using traditional analysis methods, one possible explanation for 465
this null finding may be that different feature sets may be necessary for the automatic 466
detection of appraisals in EMG. Indeed, given the lack of information regarding the 467
temporal location of the effects in the post-stimulus phase, we have focused on 468
extracting features from the whole signals as well as seven large temporal windows, but 469
it may be that these time intervals are not adequate. Several studies show that the 470
effect of appraisals in EMG are not stable over time, and may result in significant 471
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Table 6. Summary of the classification results obtained for the novelty and intrinsic
pleasantness appraisal checks from the EMG signals (Study 1). Results are shown for
different numbers of averaged trials per participant. The classifiers’ performance was
quantified using the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), and the difference between the
UAR and the analytical chance level (diffUAR). Star symbols indicate the significant
one-tailed Student’s t-tests conducted to examine when classification performances were
significantly above empirical chance level (∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001).
Appraisal check Number of Av. Trials UAR diffUAR
Novelty All⊗ 54.4±8.7 -7.9±8.7
20 49.3±4.8 -5.2±4.7
10 47.9±2.4 -5.2±2.4
5 51.3±2.2 -0.9±2.2
4 50.8±1.2 -1.2±1.2
3 50.5±0.8 -1.2±0.8
2 50.7±0.6 -0.7±0.6
None 50.1±0.2 -0.9±0.2
Intrinsic Pleasantness All⊗ 31.2±5.8 -13.1±5.8
20 33.4±2.7 -4.2 ±2.7
10 32.0±1.5 -4.3 ±1.4
5 33.9±1.6 -1.5 ±1.6
4 33.7±1.0 -1.5 ±1.0
3 32.8±0.7 -2.1 ±0.7
2 31.7±1.1 -3.0 ±1.2
None 33.6±0.6 -0.7 ±0.6
⊗ For details on the number of trials averaged per participants see Table .
differences between conditions only in brief (e.g., 100 ms) time windows during the 472
post-stimulus interval (see e.g. [36–38]). Although we tried to capture this 473
non-stationarity in the present ML-based study by segmenting the EMG data into 474
shorter time windows, we chose 400-ms time windows in order to limit the overall 475
number of tests. These windows may have been too large to detect subtle (i.e., more 476
temporally fine-grained) appraisal effects. Future work should address this issue. It 477
should also be noted that previous work has not investigated the effects of all of the 478
currently investigated appraisal checks in EMG activity. It is therefore possible that the 479
effects of some appraisal checks (e.g., Study 1) are not mirrored in facial muscle activity 480
changes (or at least hard to detect). Furthermore, the results may be affected by the 481
interaction between subsequent checks. Indeed, the EMG data analysis performed by 482
Gentsch and colleagues [36](Experiment 1) indicates that integrated information related 483
to goal conduciveness and power triggers cheek muscle activity changes. Similarly, van 484
Peer and colleagues [2] found that some intrinsic pleasantness effects in the EEG data 485
were affected by novelty. It is possible that these appraisal check effects could not be 486
detected in the current work due to the fact that we have classified all appraisal checks 487
in isolation (in order to be able to use all available trials for each appraisal check). 488
It is important to highlight that the number of available data samples to train the 489
models (i.e., the training instances) was vastly altered when different numbers of trials 490
were averaged. This is potentially problematic given that Machine Learning is highly 491
sensitive to the sample size of the training data set. In principle, the models can learn 492
more from a larger training set size, which can lead to superior performance. To 493
mitigate this problem, we have explicitly considered the size of the data set as a factor 494
in the statistical analyses, through the calculation of empirical chance levels based on 495
the number of instances in each classification task (more trials averaged meant less 496
instances). The results for each classification task were based on the difference between 497
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Table 7. Summary of the classification results obtained for the control, goal
conduciveness and power appraisal checks from the EMG signals (Study 2). Results are
shown for different numbers of averaged trials per participant, and different numbers of
channels (only for EEG). The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the
Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), and the difference between the UAR and the
analytical chance level (diffUAR) estimated using the method described in [35]. Star
symbols indicate the significant one-tailed Student’s t-tests conducted to examine when
classification performances were significantly above empirical chance level
(∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001).
Appraisal check Number of Av. Trials UAR diffUAR
Control All⊗ 45.5±7.3 -15.2±7.3
20 49.2±3.2 -5.7 ±3.2
10 47.9±2.1 -5.4 ±2.2
5 48.0±1.5 -4.4 ±1.6
4 48.0±1.6 -4.1 ±1.5
3 47.0±2.4 -4.9 ±2.4
2 49.4±1.3 -2.1 ±1.2
None 48.8±0.9 -2.3 ±0.9
Power All⊗ 53.1±6.1 -7.7±6.1
20 52.0±3.4 -2.8±3.5
10 50.5±2.4 -2.8±2.5
5 50.4±1.2 -2.0±1.2
4 50.5±1.2 -1.6±1.2
3 49.8±1.2 -2.0±1.1
2 49.1±1.1 -2.4±1.1
None 48.5±0.7 -2.6±0.7
Goal Conduciveness All⊗ 49.9±7.1 -10.9±7.1
20 49.8±3.7 -5.1±3.8
10 49.4±1.9 -3.9±1.9
5 50.4±2.0 -2.0±2.0
4 52.5±1.3 0.4 ±1.3
3 49.8±1.4 -2.1±1.4
2 50.7±0.9 -0.8±0.9
None 50.3±1.0 -0.8±1.0
⊗ For details on the number of trials averaged per participants see Table .
its performance and the empirical chance levels, which allowed to compare the 498
performance of the various tasks in an unbiased way. Our findings thus show that 499
classification performance is robust across different numbers of trials. Furthermore, our 500
results show that the best performance was achieved by the models with smaller 501
training sets (more trials averaged). This is most likely due to the higher signal-to-noise 502
ratio (SNR) of these averaged signals, and suggests that the SNR may affect the results 503
more than the training set size. 504
The proposed ML methodology is a promising tool for the development of 505
computerized tools (e.g., Brain-Computer Interface) that, combined with appropriate 506
tools for automatic pre-processing of the raw signals, can be applied to the study of 507
cognitive processes central for the elicitation and differentiation of emotional episodes. 508
In particular, it provides a potential avenue to explore the brain and efferent 509
physiological correlates of specific emotion-related cognitive processes, and their 510
application to the study of the mechanisms underlying (general or pathological) 511
emotional responses. In this context, we have shown that Machine Learning offers 512
viable tools to discriminate appraisal checks from central physiological signals without 513
requiring a priori decisions about the analyses of the EEG recordings (e.g., choice of 514
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models or channels of interest). This is a great advantage compared to more traditional 515
EEG analysis methods, as for many emotion processes the specific psychophysiological 516
markers are not known yet. Additionally, we have shown that a robust discrimination 517
can also be achieved using EEG signals averaged over only a small number of trials, 518
which shows the potential for reducing the efforts associated with long recording 519
sessions (which are often not readily feasible with babies, children, or clinical 520
populations) and minimizing possible effects of habituation and learning. However, it 521
should be noted that, in our classification experiments with single trials and a small 522
number of averaged trials, the signals were collected in the context of a long recording 523
session, and therefore effects of fatigue, habituation, or learning may be present in our 524
data and may confound findings. It is possible that these effects masked the appraisal 525
effects under investigation, which in turn may affect the features extracted and limit the 526
classifiers to detect relevant properties of the signals that would permit a successful 527
classification. Future studies are necessary to confirm that our results from the small 528
trial sets can indeed be generalized to experiments with a short recording session, in 529
which fatigue and habituation are assumedly negligible. Furthermore, is it important to 530
note that the conclusions about the optimal number of trials and electrodes may be 531
specific to the behavioural tasks that were applied, and cannot be readily generalized to 532
other types of experimental paradigms, as the optimal values may differ, for example, 533
due to the magnitude of the EEG signal relative to the background noise, or the spatial 534
characteristics of the EEG patterns. Also, the data sets used in this study include a 535
relatively small number of participants – a larger number would be necessary to 536
unequivocally demonstrate the scalability of the proposed methods to a larger number 537
of individuals. 538
Ongoing work focuses on the identification of temporal physiological patterns in 539
EEG and EMG signals associated with the sequential nature of appraisal checks as 540
predicted by the CPM, which could in the future potentially reveal more information 541
about the type and intensity of the elicited emotion(s). 542
Supporting information 543
S1 Fig. Component Process Model. The Component Process Model (CPM, 544
e.g., [1]) describes a functional architecture of the appraisal process.Several appraisal 545
checks (each evaluating specific information of an event) assess in a fixed sequence the 546
overall significance of an event at four major levels: relevance of the event for the 547
individual; implications or consequences of the event; coping potential how well the 548
individual can cope with or adjust to these implications; and normative significance of 549
the event. 550
S2 Fig. Typical EEG and EMG signals. Typical EEG (Pz electrode signal; left) 551
and facial EMG (Frontalis muscle signal; right) signals for the two contrasting 552
conditions (“high” vs. “low”) of the Control appraisal check (one participant from 553
Study 2). The signals are shown for single trials and the average signal over 2, 3, 4, 5, 554
10, 20 and all trials (example data from [2]). 555
S1 Table Database overview. Number of instances available in the data sets 556
obtained from Study 1 and Study 2 for the classification of single trials and averaged 557
trials (Av.). Values are shown for both studies and signal types. 558
S2 Table Database details. Number of instances available in each classification 559
task. The values indicated are the total number of trials for each class in each 560
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classification experiment, as well as the average (Av.), maximum (Max.) and minimum 561
(Min.) number of trials available per participant. Values are indicated separately for 562
each signal type (EEG and EMG). 563
S3 Table EEG channels. Sets of EEG channels used in the classification 564
experiments. For each study, the first (smallest) set comprises those EEG channels 565
measuring activity in the specific regions where the effects of the appraisal checks were 566
observed in the traditional EEG analyses of the studies. The second set includes the 567
same channels plus all immediately neighbouring channels. Finally, the last set includes 568
the full set of EEG channels. 569
S4 Table EEG classification results (Study 1). Summary of the results 570
pertaining the classification of the EEG signals in terms of novelty and intrinsic 571
pleasantness appraisal checks manipulation (Study 1). Results are shown for different 572
numbers of averaged trials (Av.) per participant, and different numbers of channels. 573
The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the Unweighted Average Recall 574
(UAR), and the difference between the UAR and the analytical chance level 575
(diffUAR). Star symbols indicate significant one-tailed Student’s t-tests conducted to 576
examine when classification performances were significantly above empirical chance level 577
(∗∗∗p < .001,∗∗p < .01,∗p < .05). For details on the number of trials averaged per 578
participants see Table . 579
S5 Table EEG classification results (Study 2). Summary of results pertaining 580
the classification of EEG signals in terms of control, power and goal conduciveness 581
appraisal checks manipulation (Study 2). Results are shown for different sizes of 582
numbers of averaged trials per participant, and different numbers of channels (ch.). The 583
classifiers’ performance was quantified using the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), 584
and the difference between the UAR and the analytical chance level (diffUAR). Star 585
symbols indicate the significant one-tailed Student’s t-tests conducted to examine when 586
classification performances were significantly above empirical chance level 587
(∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001). For details on the number of trials averaged per 588
participants see Table . 589
S6 Table EMG classification results (Study 1). Summary of the classification 590
results obtained for the novelty and intrinsic pleasantness appraisal checks from the 591
EMG signals (Study 1). Results are shown for different numbers of averaged trials per 592
participant. The classifiers’ performance was quantified using the Unweighted Average 593
Recall (UAR), and the difference between the UAR and the analytical chance level 594
(diffUAR). Star symbols indicate the significant one-tailed Student’s t-tests conducted 595
to examine when classification performances were significantly above empirical chance 596
level (∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001). 597
S7 Table EMG classification results (Study 2). Summary of the classification 598
results obtained for the control, goal conduciveness and power appraisal checks from the 599
EMG signals (Study 2). Results are shown for different numbers of averaged trials per 600
participant, and different numbers of channels (only for EEG). The classifiers’ 601
performance was quantified using the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), and the 602
difference between the UAR and the analytical chance level (diffUAR) estimated using 603
the method described in [35]. Star symbols indicate the significant one-tailed Student’s 604
t-tests conducted to examine when classification performances were significantly above 605
empirical chance level (∗p < .05,∗∗p < .01,∗∗∗p < .001). 606
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